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ABSTRACT
Inelastic, charge-exchange and transfer reactions induced by hadronic probes at intermediates
energies have revealed a rich spectrum of new high-lying modes embedded in the nuclear continuum.
The investigation of their decay properties is believed to be a severe test of their microscopic structure
as predicted by nuclear models. In addition the degree of damping of these simple modes in the
nuclear continuum can be obtained by means of the measured branching ratios to the various decay
channels as compared to statistical model calculations.
As Ulustratives exemples the decay modes of high-spin single-particle states and isovector resonances
will be discussed.

I - INTRODUCTION

Understanding the microscopic structure of collective and single-particle excitations is a major goal of
nuclear structure studies.
A large body of data has been collected already on
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the gross properties (excitation energy,
strength) of a limited number of giant resonances^
and single-particle states**. These simple modes are
generally located at rather high excitation energies.
In the inelastic, charge-exchange or transfer
reactions studies they are observed as "giant" states
embedded in a subtantial continuum.
Of special interest is the determination of their
degree of damping due to the coupling of the
simple mode with the high density of more
complex states. The damping of highly excited
states is a medium effect and therefore is the
signature of how strong is the residual interaction.
This damping manifests itself in several ways of
which the shape and the width of the strength
function are the most obvious. These modifications
of the characteristics of the strength function are
believed to occur in two stages, illustrated in fig.
1 for the single particle case. In a first stage of
fragmentation, the bare single-particle state is
spread over several doorway states. In the second
step the doorway states themselves have their
strengths damped over the many other degree of
freedom.
Decisive progress in the understanding of the
damping process of highly excited states can be
made by studying their decay properties.
First, the underlying continuum in the region where are located the "giant" states is rather large. This
subtantial continuum is believed to be due to various fast processes (knock-out, break-up, pick-up-
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Figure 1

The two stages of fragmentation of the single-particle state.



break-up, etc...).
Exclusive experiments may reduce this continuum significantly because the energy and/or angular
correlations of these processes differ from those of the excitation to be studied. Applying such approach
may as well help to look for unknown high-lying states previously burried in this nuclear continuum.
Through these decay studies the most important goal is to gain insight on the microscopic structure of
these high-lying modes.
Taking the single particle case as an example, the total width of the state can be written as F = FT +
P^ + F4 where TT, r41 and F4 are respectively the escape width, I"u the Landau width and T1 the
damping width.
The expected decay process is schematically
represented in fig.2.
The escape width, the direct component, is due to
the direct coupling of the single particle state to
the ground state of the core A. This partial decay
width measures the degree of purity of the single-
particle state.
The spreading width T1 results from the coupling
of the single-particle state to more complex 2p-lh,
3p-2h, etc... configurations. This width is a
measure of the degree of thermalisation of the
mode which evolves towards np-mh states and
therefore will decay statistically in the same way
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Figure 2

Microscopic description of high-lying single-particle modes
and of the various terms contributing to their total width.

as a compound state of the same spin and parity at
the same excitation energy (see fig. 2).
The F41 width is called the preequilibrium or semi-
direct decay width and the corresponding decay
channel will populate special low-lying Ip-Ih
collective modes which act as doorway states in
the spreading of the single-particle state.
In summary, high-lying modes in nuclei are often located above the particle threshold. They decay
predominantly by emission of light particles and because of the Coulomb barrier, the neutron channel
is favored in heavy nuclei. The measurements of their decay channels as compared to statistical model
calculations will lead to a measurement of their direct or semi-direct escape widths.
In the next section we will present an overview of the results obtains on high-lying single-particle states
and on isovector resonances in inclusives measurements.
In sect. 3 we will present the experimental method used to carry on exclusive experiments, the
preliminary results obtained in the case of high-spin, high-lying states in heavy nuclei and the planned
experiments to look for the decay properties of isovector resonances.
Conclusions and outlooks will be given in sect. 4.

II - HIGH LYING MODES OBSERVED IN INCLUSIVES REACTIONS

H.I Single-particle degree of freedom at high excitation energy

The one nucléon transfer reaction is a simple method for studying deep-hole states and is the only way
to populate particle states at high excitation energy in nuclei".
Both light and heavy ions transfers at intermediate energies (30-50 MeV/n) are very effective in the
excitation process of high-lying, high-spin single-particle states. The high-lying modes are observed as
broad structures above the particle threshold in (0,3He)2-", (20Ne, 19Ne)4-5' as shown in fig. 3 and 4.
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Figure 3

3He energy spectrum from the reaction 408Pb(O1
3He)208Pb at 183 MeV.

The solid line indicates the calculated yield due to the elastic break-up
of o in 3He + n channel (taken réf. 3).
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'8Ne and 30Ar energy spectra from the reactions 208Pb(20Ne1
18Ne) 209Pb

at 40 MeV/n and 208Pb(^0Ar1
38Ar)208Pb at 41 MeV/n (taken from réf. 5).

These spectra were obtained in single-arm
experiments using broad range magnetic
spectrometers to detect at very forward
angles the ejectile and reject the high flux
of incoming beam particles.
At low excitation energies, the spectra of
figs. 3 and 4 are predicted to be
dominated by transfers to the available
high-spin valence orbitals namely the Ii11n

and mostly the Ij150 subshells in 209Pb.
The observed strong selectivity for high-
spin single-particle states which is
generally encountered in stripping
reactions at high incident energy is due to
the large mismatch between the initial and
final grazing angular momentum values.
Various three-body reactions can be
expected to contribute to the high-lying
part of the 3He and 19Ne spectra.
Structures originating from a three-body
contribution should be observed at
apparent excitation energies which move
with the incident energy. The position of
the bump observed at 10-11 MeV
excitation energy in the 208Pb(U5

3He)209Pb
(fig.3), 208Pb(20Ne, 19Ne) and 208Pb(40Ar,
39Ar) reactions (fig. 4) is independent of
incident energy. This structure have been
identified as high-spin unbound states in
the residual nucleus corresponding to the
population of the Ij1372, Ik1772 and possibly
U19n neutron orbitals in 209Pb.
On the contrary the shape and magnitude
of the underlying continuum is very
different depending on the reaction and
the incident energy. This part of the cross
section originates from fast processes
(break-up elastic and inelastic, transfert-
evaporation process)where the projectile
breaks into the detected ejectile and a
light particle (here a neutron).
The neutron emission threshold in 209Pb is
located at 3.9 MeV. The distribution of
the emitted neutrons in these processes are
strongly focussed around the recoil and
they travel at the beam velocity (~ 40
MeV/n). On the opposite the neutrons
emitted by the unbound resonant states
have much lower velocity (1-10 MeV).
This characteristic will be used in the



exclusive experiments presented in sect, in to help to disentangle the two processes and gives, as a
result, a background free single-particle strength distributions.

112 Spin-flip, isospin-flip modes

Charge-exchange reactions and in particular the (p,n) and (3 He,t) reactions did have a considerable
interest over the last decades, because they very selectivity populate isovector (AT=I) excitations in the
nucleus*"'0. The most important discovery in this field so far has been the Gamow-Teller (GT) giant
resonance which is excited with a AS=I, AT=I, AL=O transition. The microscopic structure and the
operator of the effective N-N interaction responsible for the excitation of the GT are shown in fig. 5.
The fact that the Gamow-Teller transition observed in charge exchange reactions does not exhaust its
model dependent sum-rule is still subject to considerable speculation. The decay properties of the
Gamow-Teller resonance have not been studied with the exception of the proton-decay following its
excitation via the 208Pb(3He1Ip) reaction at 81 MeV/7>. Recent calculations"' do not agree with these
experimental results. Looking at the microscopic structure, the decay by protons of the GT mode should
leave the residual nucleus in well defined hole states. In addition the angular distribution of the emitted
protons should be isotropic (L=O). Such a clear signature as well as the direct measurement of the
proton partial widths may give experimental results which are directly comparable to the theoretical
models describing such simple mode. The need for a systematic investigation of the decay properties
of the GT resonance is clearly established.

SPIN-ISOSPIN MODES

J<

113 The isovector giant monopole resonance

Contrary to the isoscalar giant monopole resonance, the properties of the isovector giant monopole
A

resonance (FVGMR) are not well know. The FVGMR results from the action of the Aft=£ r2 tj?
operator on the nucléons of the target state |FI> as ^1

explained in fig. 6. It is an isovector AT=I, AS=O, O+,
(nlj)"1 (n'lj)+1 excitation, resulting from the coupling of
orbitals with the same quantums numbers Ij except the
radial number n (2tico excitation).
Inelastic or charge-exchange reactions allow to excite
the three components (M0, M.,, M,) of the IVMGR.
Note that because of the 2fao excitation, the model
state is generally located at high excitation energy in
medium heavy nuclei (10-30 MeV) and therefore can
decay by the emission of a neutron (M1) where only
one isospin component is allowed (see fig.6). The
residual nucleus is left in this case in some specific
proton hole states.
Signal from the IVGMR has been located already a
couple of years ago in a pion charge-exchange
reaction"'. But the evidence is weak as one may
judge from the published spectra for the 208Tl nucleus
in fig.7. The signal from the IVMR is obtained after
subtraction of a forward angle spectrum from a
backward one and the mode is shown as a small
bump superimposed on a very large continuum in
fig-7.
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Figure 5

Microscopic structure of the AS-1 AT=1 AL«0 Gamow-
Teller transition in a closed shell nuclei.



Therefore there are not still firm conclusions on the resonance parameters which are related to the
symmetry energy of nuclear matter, the isospin purity of heavy nuclei ground states and the frequency
of vibration of the proton and neutron fluids. New approach using a heavy-ion charge exchange reaction
and exclusive measurements to look at their decay properties will be described in sect. JJI.

ISOVECTOR MONOPOLE RESONANCES
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Figura 6

Microscopic structure of the isovector giant monopole resonance
(IVGMR) and the different channels populating the three components of
the IVGMR.
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Figure 7

n° energy spectrum from the 208Pb(Jf1Ji0)
208Tl reaction at four different

angles. The dashed lines represent the continuum contributions. The
IVGMR is obtained after subtraction of this continuum (taken from réf.
13).
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ID - EXCLUSIVE REACTIONS AND THE DECAY PROPERTIES OF HIGH LYING MODES

ULl Experimental method

The decay modes of giant states may be investigated using the experimental set up represented in fig.
8. In the reaction A(a,b)B*-»C+c, the ejectile (b) (related to the excitation energy of the giant state B*)
is measured at the focal plane of a magnetic spectrometer located around the beam direction (0°),
whereas the associated light particles (c) are measured in coincidence by an array of detectors around
the target position.
With this experimental arrangement, where
the ejectile is detected in coincidence with
the decaying light particles (n,p) one is able
to separate the fast processes responsible at
least for part of the large continuum cross
section (break-up, etc) from the particle
decay of the target states. In addition the
measured branching ratio for each decay
channel, (after substraction of the statistical
decay width) will reflect the microscopic
structure of the simple modes and their
degree of damping. Moreover the angular
correlation between the ejectile and the
emitted light particle may also give
information on the J. values of the decaying
states.
To performe such experiments, when the
decay channel is led by neutron emission, a
neutron time of flight spectrometer "EDEN"
has been built7*. EDEN consists of 40
identical liquid scintillators cells specifically
suited for the detection of neutrons. The 40
detectors are made of cylinders with a
diameter 20 cm and a thickness of 5 cm and
filled with the NE-213 scintillator which
allows an excellent discrimination between
neutrons and y-izys. The detector can be
arranged around the target position with
distance adjustment (1.5-2.5 m). The energy of a neutron is measured using time of flight technique and
the intrinsic resolution of the module is At(fwhm) - 1 ns. The energy resolution depends on the neutron
energy and on the flight path. Typically one gets for a flight path of 2m, a resolution of 50 KeV for
1 MeV neutron and 300 KeV for a 5 MeV neutrons. With an average efficiency of the cell of 25 %
for 5 MeV neutron, a flight path of 2m, the total solid-angle efficiency product will about 1 % of 4 Tt.

Px, /P «X coinc/singles

W (9 ) —

Figure 8

Typical experimental set-up for inclusive experiments looking at the
decay properties of high-lying modes in nuclei.

JU.2 The neutron decay of high-spin resonant single-particle states in 209Pb

The reaction 208Pb(Ot1
3He)209Pb*->n+208Pb has been investigated at 120 MeV incident energy by means

of the a-particles beam from the KVI isochronous cyclotron.
The ejectiles (3He) were detected at 0°, according to the experimental set-up of fig. 8, at the focal plane
of the QDDM magnetic specrrograph whereas the direct a beam was stopped in a Faraday cup located



at the exit of the first dipole. The emitted neutrons
in coincidence were recorded at lab. angles ranging
from 60 to 170° by means of the neutron time of
flight spectrometer "EDEN" described above and
placed at 2m from the target.
In addition the low energy y-rays emitted in
coincidence with the ejectile (3He), corresponding
to the population of highly excited states in 209Pb
(5 to 25 MeV) were measured by means of a high-
resolution, large volume, Ge(Li) detector. The
results of the inclusive and exclusive measurements
on the 208Pb target are presented in fig. 9.
The upper part of the fig. represents the "single"
spectrum from 208Pb(U1

3He)209Pb at 6 = 0°. The
know enhancement of cross-section around 10
MeV excitation energy in clearly visible above a
subtantial continuum which magnitude is slowly
decreasing with increasing excitation energy.
The spectrum just below is obtained after
requesting a coincidence between the 3He and any
of the 40 EDEN cells with a threshold on the
neutron energy of about 500 KeV.
The exclusive cross-section (3He,an) rises sharply
from the threshold energy (3.9 MeV). The bump
structure at 10 MeV is now well defined and a
second enhancement of cross-section appears in the
coincident spectrum a few MeV above the 2n
threshold (11.3 MeV).
The spectrum labelled (c) is obtained by gating the
3He emitted at 0° by the two y-rays characterizing
the y decay of the first 3' and 5' low-lying states of
208Pb. Such gates allows us to observe the decay of
high-lying states in 209Pb followed by a neutron
emission to excited levels of 208Pb which
subsequently decay to the first and second excited
states of 208Pb. We observe a proéminent bump
centered around 10.0 which extends up to 15 MeV

208Pb(CX1
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Figure 9

Excitation energy spectra from the reaction :
a) JMPb(a,3He) "singles" at 63H. - 0°
b) 208Pb(O1

3He)208Pb'-4n+!oaPb, 63H. «0°. On « 60"-17O0

coincident events are summed for all neutron angles and
energies (0.5-10 MeV).
c) 208Pb(a,3He)208Pb*-»n (unobserved) + **Pb'-»-y+ 208Pb
d) 208Pb(O1

3He)208Pb1^Y + 208Pb.

excitation energy in Pb in good agreement with
the single and coincident spectra shown in fig. 9a and 9b. We would like to point out that the second
structure located at 16 MeV which was observed in the neutron coincident spectra (fig. 9b) is not
present in the spectrum of fig. 9c, indicating that this bump is due to 2n decay and therefore will feed
the final states in 207Pb.
The spectrum labelled d) have been built by requesting a coincidence between the 3He detected in the
focal plane, (cc,3He) reaction, and y-rays from the low-lying levels of 209Pb (J* = ll/2+ -> T = 9/2+, E7

= 779 and J" = 15/2" -> T = 9/2+ g.s, Ex = 1423 KeV). Only excited states in 209Pb from 4 to 7.5 MeV
show significant branching to 209Pb low-lying states (see fig. 9d), whereas above 8 MeV excitation
energy in 209Pb, the neutron channel becomes dominant (see fig. 9b and c).
In the 208Pb(CX1

3He)209Pb*-»n+208Pb exclusive measurement, the number of coincident events Nc can be
related to the number of single events N5 by the relation



where Fn(I) and F are the partial width for neutron emission to the final state i in 208Pb and the total
width of the unbound state in 209Pb, respectively.
eQ/471 is the efficiency solid angle product for a neutron with energy Ej detected in one cell of the time
of flight spectrometer "EDEN" which makes an angle 6 with the beam direction (e3He - 0°). Wj(O) is
the angular correlation between the ejectile and the emitted neutron.
The excitation energy spectrum of fig. 9b has been divided in adjacent bins, 250 keV wide.
For each energy bin (excitation energy in 209Pb, 5 to 25 MeV) and for each neutron channel (feeding
various final states in 208Pb, O+, 3', 5", etc) the branching ratios Fc(i)/T have been extracted and their are
plotted versus excitation energy in 209Pb in fig. 10.
The few remarkable features of
the displayed figure can
summarized as follows :

be 209Pb neutron decay

a) Between 4 and 7.5 MeV
excitation energy in 209Pb, the
ground state branching ratio rises
strongly, and reaches 35 % of the
total emission rate. It is
interesting to point out, that this
channel is strongly hindered by
the opening of the next available
channel (decay to the 3')-

b) The bump region (7.5 - 13
MeV) decays mainly to the low-
lying 3\ 5", T, S+ and 1O+ states
of 208Pb. The branching ratio
reaches the maximum value of 1
around the centroïd energy of the
gross structure. Here again, if we
look at individual final level
feedings, the curves have similar
shapes, a sharp rise and a longer
tail in the fall-off region.
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Figure 10

Neutron branching ratios from excited states in 20"Pb to various final sts'as
in 208Pb {0*, 3', 5', etc) as function of the excitation energy in 209Pb. The
square represents the cumulative sum of branching ratios whereas the solid
lines, labelled by the quantum number of final states in 208Pb, show the
individual neutron branching ratios.

UlIl 111 UlV ICtIl-WlA AW£A^»*.

The observed trend (excitation energy increases in 209Pb, the final states populated in Pb are located
at higher and higher excitation energy, minimazing the neutron energy available for the decay) is a
strong indication of a statistical behaviour.

c) For the higher excitation energy range (13-25 MeV), the measured branching ratio rises again above
the maximum value of 1, giving a second maximum at 16 MeV in the presented plot. This result
indicates that on the average more than one neutron is emitted above 13 MeV (FJT > 1).
The 2n channel is the main decay branch in this energy range. The strong correlation in excitation
energy between the coincidence neutron spectra of fig. 9b and the branching ratio dependence (fig. 10)
allows us to confirm that the second gross structure at 16 MeV in 209Pb may be related to a threshold
effect related to the opening of the 2n channel. Mg

In order to gain further insight on the statistical and/or direct nature of the high-lying structures in Pb,
one may transforme the neutron spectrum in coincidence with a given energy bin in 209Pb in terms of



final state population of levels in 208Pb.
In fig. 11, we present such spectra for 6
differem energy bins in 209Pb (ranging from
4 to 22 M?V, 3 MeV wide).
As discussed above, the low and intermediate
excitation energies are characterized mainly
by decay to discrete final states in 208Pb,
althrough already around 13 MeV (see fig.
11) a large statistical bump is present in the
decay.
At the higher excitation energies (E > 13
MeV) a statistical shape characterizes the
spectra of the emitted neutrons which signs
clearly that at such an excitation energy the
thermalization process has reached its final
stage.
In summary, high-spin single-particle modes
located around 10.5 MeV excitation energy
in 209Pb show rather strong branchings to the
low-lying collective modes of 208Pb (3', 5",
etc) but the high energy tail of the
distribution is rather charaterized by a
statistical decay. From 13 MeV and up to 25
MeV, the neutron decay seems to display the
characteristic shape of a thermalized system.
Comparison of the measured decay spectra
with statistical model calculations are
underway to try to extract when it is
measurable, the direct escape width of these
single-particle modes.

208Pb' -> n + 208Pb
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Figure 11

Final states population spectra of 208Pb from the neutron
decay of highly excited states of 208Pb (4 < Ex < 22 MeV).
Well resolved low-lying states of 208Pb are populated at
moderate excitation energies (4 < Ex < 13 MeV).

7/7.3 The proton decay of Gamow-Teller and others AS=/, AT=/ resonances

In subsect Ul, the displayed representation if the microscopic structures G5Op+1G^n'1 of the GT
resonance (see fig. 5), clearly shows that the GT resonance should present a direct proton decay
branching leaving the residual nucleus in well defined neutron hole states (j<)K

l.
Among the different charge-exchange reactions which can be used to excite selectivity the GT
resonance, the (6Li, 6He) reaction always requires a spin-isospin transfer. This means that it only excites
AS=I, AT=I transitions as long as the reaction mechanism is one step. Assuming a direct one step
process, the cross-section for the isobaric analog state (IAS) has to vanish as well as for all others AS=O
transitions in the (6Li1

6He) reaction.
In recent studies"'1*, it has been proven that the (6Li1

6He) reaction mechanism is indeed predominantly
one step at incident energies above 25 MeV/n.
A spectrum of the 90Zr(6Li5

6He)90Nb reaction at 25 MeV/n and at 6 = 0° is shown in fig. 12. The broad
bump around Ex = 8.7 MeV corresponds to the GT peak. In addition, one observes two low-lying states
at Ex = 1.0 MeV, a cluster of know L > O levels, and at Ex = 2.3 MeV, a known L = O transition. The
comparison of the 0° and 2° spectra clearly demonstrates the L = O nature of the 2.3 MeV peak and
of the 8.7 MeV bump. Note the very weak excitation of the IAS (L=O) at 5.1 MeV in comparison with
the spectrum from the (p,n) reaction where the IAS is still strongly present (fig. 12b compared to fig.



12c). !n the case of the (6Li1
6He) process

advantageous from the experimental point ol view is
also the charged ejectile which makes the reaction
easier to handle by the use of a magnetic
spectrometer. In summary, the (6Li5

6He^ reaction at
incident energy of about 100 MeV/n and at 0° is
certainly very well suited to the selective excitation of
GT resonances. The difference spectrum between the
data recorded at 0° and at the minimum of the L=O
angular distribution is not polluted by the
contributions from higher multipolarities, nor by the
underlying continuum. This "maximum-minimum"
method has been very successfull in the study of the
decay properties of isoscalar giant resonances^. The
measurements in coincidence of the emitted protons
at backward angles from the GT resonance through
the exclusive reaction (6Li1

6He, p) lead to the
branching ratios Fp(i)/r. For the known total width F
of the GT states, experimental measurements of the
proton partial widths F^(I) are under reach.
Statistical model calculations of the decay width
Fp

STAS(i) from the T state to final states i of the
residua) nucleus allow us to deduce the proton escape
width
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These escape widths are also calculable by means of
microscopic nuclear models (RPA see réf. 12). This
approach may shed some light on the long standing
problem of the quenching of the GT strength in
medium-heavy weight nuclei as well as on the degree
of damping of the spin-isospin modes.

Ex (KeVI

Figure 12

III.4 Excitation and decay process of the IVMGR

a) Spectra of the "0Zr(6Li1
6He)11Nb reaction at 6=0"

a,id 9=2°, (taken réf. 18).
b) Difference spectrum,
c) Zero degree 90Zr(P1O)00Nb spectrum at

Ep=120 MeV.
Recent studies of heavy-ions charge exchange
reactions have shown that at incident energies above
50 MeV/n, the (12C1

12N) reaction selectivity excites AS=I, AT=I modes19-20' whereas the (13C1
13N)

reaction populates strongly electric isovector modes2".
Large cross-sections (> lmb/sr) have been observed f- : the analog of thu GDR (Isovector Giant Dipole
Resonance, IVGDR) on light-meidum weight nuclei, using the (13C5

13N) channel at 50 MeV/n by Berat
et al.2W. Their results were in good agreement with the ones previously obtained by Erell et al.'3> in their
study of (TT1Tt0) process.
The fact that the (13C1

13N) reaction is found to be a very effective probe for IVGDR or more generally
for isovector electric modes can be understood in terms of the known logft-value for the (5-decay of 13C
which has a dominant Fermi (AS=O) matrix element (the Gamow-Teller matrix element is 5 times
smaller).
Advantageous from the experimental point of view is that excited levels of 13N are unbound and
therefore will not pollute the residual energy spectrum from (13C1

13N) reactions. At very small

10



momentum transfer (9=0°) and at incident energy around 50 MeV/n. Berat et al.21) have shown that this
process can be used to populate IVMGR in medium heavy weight nuclei (58Ni to 218Pb).
All residual 13N excitation energy spectra on target ranging from 58Ni to 208Pb display at rather high
excitation energy, relatively narrow structures (3-8 MeV wide) which have been proposed as good
candidates for IVMGR excitations. A typical excitation energy spectrum from the 208Pb(13C1

13N)208Tl
reaction recorded at 0° lab.
angle is displayed in fig. 13.
A narrow structure around 16
MeV in 208Tl is strongly
populated above a large
continuum. The centroid
energy and width of the very
b r o a d b u m p w h i c h
characterizes the contiuum
shape agree with the
calculated values assuming a
t h r e e - b o d y p r o c e s s
(13C,14N*-> 13N+n). In such
transfer-evaporation reaction
(TER), the emitted neutron
will fly at very forwards
angles with the beam velocity
(50 MeV/n). On the contrary,
the emitted neutrons from the
target-like excited states (like
the IVMGR, see fig. 6 and
subsecL n.3) will have lower
energies (1 to 15 MeV). In
particular, the decaying
neutrons from the proposed
IVMGR will have a isotropic

50 1040 30
E1 (MeV)

Figure 13

Residual energy spectrum from the reaction 208Pb(13C1
13N)208TI at 50 MeV/n and

at 9(13N) - 0°.
Apart from a strong peak from the (13C1

13N) reaction on hydrogen, a narrow
structure around 16 MeV excitation is strongly excited above a large continuum
(taken from réf. 21 ).

distribution (O+ mode) and will populate very well defined proton-hole states (see fig. 6), a very good
signature of the IVMGR . The planned experiment will use an experimental set-up identical to the one
presented in fig. 8. The (13C1

13N) reactions will be studied at 60 MeV/n incident energy. The 13N ejectile
will be detected at 0° in the spectrometer in coincidence with neutrons emitted at backward angles by
the "EDEN" array whereas a forward neutron detection set-up will be used to check the three-body
nature of the continuum.
The cross-section for exciting this IVMGR averaged over the solid angle of the spectrometer is of about
10 mb/sr. For a target thickness of 5 mg/crn: and a beam intensity of 1OnA, one obtain a single rate
of 6 counts/s. Using the EDEN-facility for the detection of neutrons, one can expect a coincidence count
rate of 100 counts/hour indicating that the proposed experiment is feasible.

IV - CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS

In this paper, it has been shown that the investigation of the nuclear continuum by means of inelastic,
charge exchange or transfer reactions at intermediate energies and at very forward angles has revealed
a rich spectrum of new excitation modes of the nucleus.
Using as illustratives examples, high-spin, high-lying single-particle states and isovector giant
resonances, both the preliminary experimental results and the planned experiments demonstrate very
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clearly that exclusive measurements may give a clear and unambiguous signature of the high-lying
modes through the investigation of their decay channels. Moreover, this approach may allow to unravel
the large underlying continuum from the giant mode itself by using the very different velocity of the
emitted light particles originating from target-like excitations and the three body processes. The
preliminary results obtained for high 1
orbitals in 209Pb indicates a large statistical 35
decay branch at excitation energy as low
as 13 MeV.
It is highly desirable to establish the 3.0

Î
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10 60 70

excitation energy limit for complete
statistical damping of high-lying single-
particle states as a function of the target
mass. The proposed studies of isovector
modes will certainly tell us the degree of
statistical damping of G-T and isovector
monopole resonances.
The importante question related to
harmonicity of the nuclear system at
rather high excitation energies may be
investigated through the study of multiple
excitation of giant resonances. These
modes are expected at an excitation
energy of about 20-50 MeV depending on
the mass and the GR considered.
In a number of experiments, using the
inelastic scattering of energetic heavy
ions, structures, observed up to 60-70
MeV apparent excitation energies, have
been proposed as the multiple excitation
of the isoscalar quadrupole giant
resonance22J. Recently in a (K+, n~)
reaction2^, a structure in the spectra of
different target nuclei has been assigned
as the double giant dipole resonance mode
(see fig. 14).
This structure has approximatively the
width and the excitation energy one would
expect in a pure harmonic oscillator picture. It is essential to confirm the results of these experiments
using for example heavy-ion probes like the (12C1

12Be) or even with the advent of radioactive beams
the (140,14C) double change-exchange reactions. Here again, the unambiguous signature may be obtain
by looking at the double-phonon decay of the double GDR.
This branch of nuclear physics, searching for new high-lying modes through unambiguous signature,
aiming at a complete understanding of the thermalization process and of the harmonic behaviour of
nuclei at high excitation energy is now underway.
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Figure 14

n residual energy spectra from the double charge exchange reaction
MNb(ji*,ji") at 295 MeV incident energy and for the indicated angles.
Three high-lying excitations modes are observed (vertical arrows) the
DIAS, the GDR ® IAS and the GDR ® GDR (taken from réf. 23).
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